SMART MICRO AMBIENT/OCUPANCY SENSOR

FEATURES-

- Smart Micro Ambient Occupancy Sensors (SMAOS) integrate occupancy detection and ambient light control in one common sensor.
- Available in two occupancy sensing configurations: Single Technology (PIR) or Dual Technology (PIR and passive acoustic).
- These sensors are part of Touché’s Smart Bus devices. Smart bus devices are auto-addressing and auto-configuring. Connection from device to device is made through Cat5 daisy-chained patch cables. Up to (8) devices can be connected to each controlling module’s (local relay module’s) port. Smart devices can be connected in any order and any type of smart device can be connected to the daisy-chained network.
- Each Smart Port automatically aligns the sensing states of the sensors connected to that port so that all of the sensors act as one common sensor. No programming or configuration is required.
- Smart Micro Ambient Occupancy Sensors contain no dip switches or dials for configuration. All of the calibration is automatic and all configuration is done via the software. This greatly reduces installation errors and simplifies mass changes to sensors in the system.
- Smart Micro Ambient Occupancy Sensors can be installed as surface mounted devices for hard ceiling (drywall ceilings) applications or flush mounted in drop or lay-in ceiling applications.
- PIR Lensing options for either the single technology or dual technology sensor results in the proper coverage for the application. Lensing options come in three configurations:
  - 360L: 360 degree ceiling mount coverage (20’ or less mounting height)
  - 360H: 360 degree ceiling mount coverage (greater than 20’ mounting height)
  - A: Warehouse Aisle coverage (greater than 20’ mounting height)

SPECIFICATIONS

Mounting Considerations: Recessed (Flush) Mounting for Lay-in Style Ceilings
Surface Mounting for Hard (Drywall) Ceilings

Enclosure Construction: White Thermoplastic
Meets UL94 Flammability Standards

Power Supply Voltage: Sourced from “Smart Bus” Branch Cat5 Cable
(No External Power Supply Required)

Listings: UL 916 and cUL 916

Ambient Temperature: 60º C (140º F)

Maximum Humidity: 10—90% Non-Condensing
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SMART MICRO AMBIENT-OCUPANCY SENSORS (SMAOS)

PART NUMBER

SMAOS: Smart Amb/Occ Sensor

P: PIR (Passive Infrared) Sensor
D: Dual Technology (PIR + Passive Acoustic)

A: Aisle Pattern Coverage
360L: 360 Degree Coverage (< 20’ Mounting Height)
360H: 360 Degree Coverage (>= 20’ Mounting Height)

S: Surface Mounting Back Box
F: Flush (Recessed) Mounting